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Spinning silver

Outcrossing

by Naomi Novik

by Celia Lake

Deciding to collect on the outstanding
debts owed her family of moneylenders,
a young woman is overheard boasting
about being able to turn silver into gold
by the creatures who haunt the wood, in
a reimagining of the Rumpelstiltskin story.

England's New Forest, 1922. Magic is
real, but so is danger. Rufus lost his
family to the war and plague; Ferry is
working as a governess to escape an
arranged marriage. Separately and
together they face smugglers, bogs, and
social disapproval, all equally deadly.

Every heart a doorway
by Seanan McGuire

The Eyre affair

Sent away to a home for children who
have tumbled into fantastical other worlds
and are looking for ways to return, Nancy
triggers dark changes among her fellow
schoolmates and resolves to expose the
truth when a child dies under suspicious
magical circumstances.

by Jasper Fforde

A darker shade of magic

In a world where you can actually get lost
(literally) in literature, Thursday Next, a
notorious Special Operative in literary
detection, races against time to stop the
world's Third Most Wanted criminal from
kidnapping characters, including Jane
Eyre, from works of literature.

by Victoria Schwab

The magicians

Serving as an ambassador of his own
world while carrying messages to
parallel-universe Londons with magical
abilities and conflicts, Kell hides his
smuggling activities only to be set up with
a forbidden object from a dark dimension.

by Lev Grossman

Black sun

Haboring secret preoccupations with a
magical land he read about in a
childhood fantasy series, Quentin
Coldwater is unexpectedly admitted into
an exclusive college of magic and
rigorously educated in modern sorcery.

by Rebecca Roanhorse

The angel of the crows

Inspired by the civilizations of the PreColumbian Americas Black Sun follows
the unbalancing of the holy city of Tova
amid a fateful solstice eclipse, woven into
a tale of celestial prophecies, political
intrigue, and forbidden magic.

by Katherine Addison
In an alternate-world 1880s London
populated by supernatural and human
beings, an angel detective and his human
doctor roommate investigate a series of
crimes, including Jack the Ripper.
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Fantasy
The cloud roads

Neverwhere

by Martha Wells

by Neil Gaiman

Living most of his life trying to hide his
shapeshifting from everyone around him,
Moon is cast out when his secret is
discovered and finds himself being
rescued by a winged shapeshifter who
introduces him to a new world and a
common enemy.

Richard Mayhew's life is changed forever
after he rescues a young girl named Door
and finds himself journeying into a
mysterious world hidden deep under the
city of London, a city of monsters, saints,
murderers, and angels.

Monstrous regiment
by Terry Pratchett

Piranesi
by Susanna Clarke

Running the family inn despite dwindling
resources while her brother is away at
war, Polly cuts off her hair to join the
army and notices that her fellow recruits
seem to be hiding secrets of their own.
Part of the best-selling Discworld series.

Living in a labyrinthine house of endless
corridors, flooded staircases and
thousands of statues, Piranesi assists the
dreamlike dwelling’s only other resident
throughout a mysterious research project
before evidence emerges of an
astonishing alternate world.

All the birds in the sky

The invisible library

by Charlie Anders

by Genevieve Cogman

Reunited as adults as the planet falls
apart around them, childhood friends
Patricia, who is magically gifted, and
Laurence, an engineering genius,
discover that something has brought
them together to either save the world, or
plunge it into a new dark ages.

An undercover librarian who works for an
occult organization that collects books
from different realities must determine
what happened to a particularly
dangerous book that has been stolen and
becomes mired in a mystery infused with
peril and conflicting clues.

Smoke and shadows

The princess and the goblin

by Tanya Huff

by George MacDonald

A former ally of private detective Vicki
Nelson and vampire Henry Fitzroy, onetime street kid Tony Foster embarks on a
new career as a producer of the new
syndicated TV series Darkest Night, a
show about the adventures of a vampire
detective, but his success is soon
threatened by unexpected and lethal dark

A little princess is protected by her friend
Curdie and her newly-discovered greatgreat-grandmother from the goblin miners
who live in caves beneath the royal castle.
A classic work of fantasy suitable for all
ages.

forces.

Oath of fealty
by Elizabeth Moon

Stranger
by Rachel Manija Brown and
Sherwood Smith
In a tale set in a future America where
electricity has vanished and people have
developed unusual powers, teen
prospector Ross ignites a war between
"pureblood" humans and humans with
powers.

As the half-elven heir to the kingdom of
Lyonya, Kieri Phelan, prepares to ascend
his throne and protect his new kingdom
from his enemies, Prince Mikeli prepares
for his own coronation in neighboring
Tsaia, until an assassination attempt
nearly succeeds.

